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Lazarus AM1 INBIORAS-TYPE series
cybernetics systems

 Work in progress: Conceptual 

INBIORAS (Invasive Biological Replacement Suit) is a step up from the MODUS universally compatible
passive powered-endoskeleton and makes extensive modifications to the user's body. AM1 is the first
augmentation system making extensive use of the Sourcian genome, replacing skin and muscles with
hardier versions while also allowing room for conventional augmentations and internal systems.

Any buyer immediately gets a complete ST and biological backup as not all procedures are successful.

About AM1 INBIORAS-TYPE series cybernetic systems

Drawing great inspirations from the events of the Akahar and medic Merril 'Soft Touch' Ghere Lmanel and
the experiences of Tai Shichou, the AM1 is a merger of Sourcian biology and conventional biology as a
controlled form of non-destructive cellular occupation and integration which requires no Sourcian to
perform, merely biological material.

Primary Features

the AM1 INBIORAS breaks up into several main components

Skeletal Chassis

A Structol/graphene/yarvex composite version of the MODUS, the chassis works similarly, offering
mechanical assist. Differing from the MODUS is the integrated respiration, hydration and filtration
systems built into the skull to supplement the maesus.

Like bone, it is supremely dense at its exterior, growing less dense to eventually become almost hollow
at its interior with honeycomb pattern: the bubbles smaller toward the surface and larger inside. This
variance and shift in materials means the exterior is highly flexible but also ridged whereas the interior is
spongy. This serves to distribute kinetic shock to prevent the exterior from shattering under severe
strain. When damaged, the chassis reknits 1000% faster than conventional bone, meaning a user can be
up and walking in a matter of hours, not a matter of weeks or months.
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Replacement material

Importantly, AM1 specifically makes extensive use of both structol and structol substrate, which
conventional Sourcian are only observed to have in their bodies in trace amounts to form skeletons and
also make great use of Biomechanoid integration – a feat that most of the few known Sourcians alive
don't have the knowledge or experience to replicate. Conventional humanoid organs are also replaced
with specially augmented and treated Sourcian organs, skin, muscle and neural material which are added
to the body through multiple surgeries.

The direct result is many of the feats a Sourcian is capable of can be replicated – though just like a real
Sourcian, they must be learned: Not all are good at all they do – Rebeka Retena for example having
particularly poor form-shifting capabilities and poor biomechanical integration while her build is
optimized for hunting – her senses able to see through many objects across the full spectrum of light
though Rebeka is unable to see the display of a television, her own reflection or read text and her
capacitance burst a major tool at her command: To be capable of all feats would mean to excel at none.
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